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Abstract: We classify the trace anomaly for parity-invariant non-relativistic Schro¨dinger
theories in 2 + 1 dimensions coupled to background Newton-Cartan gravity. The general
anomaly structure looks very different from the one in the z = 2 Lifshitz theories. The type
A content of the anomaly is remarkably identical to that of the relativistic 3+1 dimensional
case, suggesting the conjecture that an a-theorem should exist also in the Newton-Cartan
context.
Erratum: due to an overcounting of the number of linearly-independent terms in the
basis, the type A anomaly disappears if Frobenius condition is imposed. See appended
erratum for details. This crucial mistake was pointed out to us in arXiv:1601.06795.
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The original claim of the paper, that a type A anomaly exists if Frobenius
condition is imposed, turns out to be false due to an overcounting of
the number of linearly-independent terms in the basis. The work in
[1] correctly pointed out this mistake; we agree with their results. See
appended erratum for details.
1 Introduction
Renormalization group (RG) can be understood as a set of trajectories in the space of
theories from the UV to IR; the implicit coarse graining procedure suggest that the number
of effective degrees of freedom decreases from UV to IR. This intuition is correct just if
a correct counting of effective degrees of freedom is used. In the case of relativistic 1 + 1
unitary dimensional theories, it exists indeed a function, introduced by Zamolodchikov [2],
which is monotonically decreasing along a RG trajectory. This function coincides with the
central charge c of the conformal field theory (CFT) in the UV and in the IR, which is
related to the trace anomaly of the energy-momentum tensor:
T µµ = A = cR . (1.1)
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Some of these results can be extended to four dimensional theories. In particular it was
conjectured in [3] that such monotonically decreasing function exists and that it coincides
with the conformal anomaly coefficient a at the conformal fixed point1:
T µµ = A = aE4 − cW 2µναβ + a′D2R . (1.2)
A perturbative proof of this conjecture was given in [7–9]. A non-perturbative proof of a
weak version of this theorem (which states that the central charge a of the IR conformal
fixed point is less than the one in the UV, if both these fixed points exist) was given in
[10, 11].
In odd dimensions there is no relativistic trace anomaly. Still, there is a candidate for
a monotonically decreasing function of the coupling along the RG flow, which is related to
a scheme-independent contribution to the free-energy of the theory on a sphere [12, 13].
This suggests that for relativistic theories the RG flow is an irreversible process as higher
momentum modes are integrated out. In even dimension, the central charges c and a
provide a definition of the effective number of degrees of freedom that is monotonically
decreasing from UV to IR.
It is interesting to ask if similar quantities may exist in the case of non-relativistic
RG flows. Non-relativistic scale invariance is realized in Nature in interesting condensed
matter systems, such as unitary Fermi gases. Both in the Lifshitz and in the Galilean
case, scale invariance is in general characterized by a different scaling of the time and space
coordinates, which can be parameterized by the dynamical exponent z:
xi→eσxi , t→ezσt . (1.3)
Conformal invariance is achieved just in the Galilean case for z = 2 (Schro¨dinger invariance)
and in the relativistic case (z = 1).
In the case of Lifshitz theories, a detailed study of trace anomalies for various dimen-
sions and values of z was carried on in [14–17]. The result does not give any reasonable
candidate for a decreasing a-function; several anomalies are indeed possible at the scale-
invariant fixed points, but their Weyl variation vanishes identically (type B anomalies [18]).
An analysis like the one developed in [7–9] for relativistic theories would suggest that no
monotonically-decreasing anomaly coefficient is present in the Lifshitz case.
The analysis of the Newton-Cartan (NC) conformal anomaly was initiated in [19],
where an infinite number of possible terms entering the anomaly was found. In this situ-
ation, it is difficult to figure out the existence of an a-theorem, due to the infinitely many
coefficients that are in principle present, and the infinite number of Wess-Zumino con-
sistency conditions to solve. With these premises, the natural conclusion would be that
non-relativistic theories can not admit an a-theorem: either there are not type A anomalies
(Lifshitz theories) or there are too many (Schro¨dinger theories). We shall show that this
is not the case.
1 In this equation the anomaly coefficient a′ is a scheme-dependent quantity [4], while a and c are genuine
scheme-independent anomalies. Conformal anomalies have a long history, see e.g. [5, 6].
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We shall perform an analysis of the conformal anomalies for Schro¨dinger theories in
2 + 1 dimensions. The discussion of these systems is not moot, because there are several
physical models which realize these symmetries, the simplest example being free fields.
Conformal invariance of 2+ 1-dimensional systems is relevant, for example, in anyons [20].
In addition, investigation of 2 + 1 dimensional non-relativistic CFTs gives useful insights
for fermions at unitarity in 3+ 1 dimensions [21]. Other interesting examples are provided
by holography, e.g. [22, 23].
The analysis of the anomaly is important in order to identify possible quantities which
may decrease along the non-relativistic RG flow. For this purpose, the non-relativistic
theory is coupled to a NC background with torsion. As a tool to write terms which respect
all the symmetries of the problem, we shall use discrete light-cone quantization (DLCQ):
the NC background is obtained via dimensional reduction of a relativistic theory on a
null circle [24, 25]. We shall show that the requirement that the NC background respects
causality, drastically reduces the possible terms in the anomaly to a finite number. We
classify them and we solve the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions in the case of parity-
invariant theories. We find that
2T 00 + T
i
i = A = aσE4 − cσW 2 + bσJ2 +Act , (1.4)
where the Act (see eq. (4.3)) corresponds to terms which can be eliminated by scheme-
dependent counterterms. The terms E4 and W
2 are the DLCQ reduction of the four-
dimensional Euler density and squared Weyl tensor; the term J2 is defined in eq. (4.2).
Both W 2 and J2 have vanishing Weyl variation (type B anomalies). Instead, there is only
one term which has a non vanishing Weyl variation and, remarkably, it is precisely the same
term of the corresponding 3 + 1 dimensional theory. It is the E4 term, and its coefficient
is the natural candidate for a monotonically decreasing function from the UV to the IR.
In d spatial dimensions2, the NC anomaly can appear only for discrete values of z.
More precisely (see appendix A), for
z = 2n− d , (1.5)
where n is a positive integer. It is possible to extend the analysis to other values of d and z,
satisfying eq. (1.5). The Weyl weight of E4 is −4 for every z: the E4 term can be present
in the anomaly in d = 2 just for z = 2. The identification of the coefficient of the E4
anomaly as a monotonically decreasing quantity is possible only for z = 2, which forces d
to be even. This justifies d = 2 as the minimal choice with non-trivial conformal anomaly.
2 Newton-Cartan geometry
Newton-Cartan (NC) geometry allows to reformulate Newtonian gravity in a way which is
coordinate independent; for a review see [26]. Recently, works by Son and collaborators
[27–30] showed that it can be used as a powerful tool to study condensed matter systems
with galilean invariance; the main idea is to use it as source for energy-momentum tensor
2In d = 0 the anomaly vanishes because no non-zero scalar can be built from the NC geometrical data.
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for quantum field theory description of several condensed matter systems. NC geometry
is an interesting topic by itself; some useful references include [24, 25, 31–38]. Strongly-
coupled system with Galilean invariance can be studied holographically [22, 23]; also in
this approach the NC geometry is a natural formalism [39–43].
The basic data of Newton-Cartan geometry are a positive definite symmetric tensor
hµν with rank d (which corresponds to the spatial inverse metric) and a nowhere-vanishing
vector nµ (which corresponds to the local time direction), with the condition
nµh
µα = 0 . (2.1)
The 1-form n = nµdx
µ is not necessarily closed (indeed it should not be if we want to use it
as source for the energy current). Another necessary ingredient is a non-dynamical gauge
field Aµ, which acts as a source for the particle number symmetry.
In order to be able to define a metric with lower indices and a connection, one should
also choose a velocity field vµ, with the condition nµv
µ = 1. Given (hαβ , nµ, v
ν) one can
then uniquely define hµν , with:
hµαhαν = δ
µ
ν − vµnν = Pµν , hµαvα = 0 , (2.2)
where Pµν is the projector onto spatial directions.
Causality induces the following Frobenius integrability condition on the 1-form n:
n ∧ dn = 0, (2.3)
see e.g. in [17, 30]. This constraint is equivalent to the fact that n can be locally expressed
as n = g df , where f, g are functions. The condition in eq. (2.3) admits a non-zero torsion3
in the NC connection [30]; this is chosen in a way which is compatible with causality.
The symmetries of the Newton-Cartan theory include, besides diffeomorphisms and
local U(1) gauge symmetry, the Milne boosts, which is a local version of the Galilean
boost. If we denote by ψµ the local parameter of the Milne boost, the Newton-Cartan
geometry fields transform in the following way:
v′µ = vµ + hµνψν
h′µν = hµν − (nµP ρν + nνP ρµ )ψρ + nµnνhρσψρψσ ,
A′µ = Aµ + P
ρ
µψρ −
1
2
nµh
αβψαψβ , (2.4)
while nµ and h
µν are invariant. The following quantities are Milne invariants:
vαA = v
α − hαξAξ , (hA)αβ = hαβ +Aαnβ +Aβnα , φA = A2 − 2v ·A . (2.5)
where A2 = hµνAµAν and A · v = vµAµ.
In the case in which a 2 + 1 dimensional theory with non-zero magnetic momentum
coupling is coupled to gravity, the Milne boost transformations of Aµ must be appropri-
ately modified, see e.g. [29, 32]. This situation is physically important for the quantum
Hall effect. In this case there is no parity invariance; we leave this as a topic for future
investigations.
3Torsionless condition is equivalent to dn = 0.
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2.1 Newton-Cartan theory and DLCQ
It is possible to get non-relativistic Newton-Cartan theory with zero magnetic momentum
coupling as a dimensional reduction along the null direction x− of the following relativistic
non-degenerate metric [24, 25]:
GMN =
(
0 nµ
nν nµAν + nνAµ + hµν
)
=
(
0 nµ
nν (hA)µν
)
,
GMN =
(
A2 − 2v ·A vµ − hµσAσ
vν − hνσAσ hµν
)
=
(
φA v
µ
A
v
µ
A h
µν
)
. (2.6)
The first row and column of this metric correspond to the null direction x−, the others
to xµ. The metric components are independent from x−, and the following null vector
generates an isometry:
nM = (1, 0, . . . ) , nM = (0, nµ) . (2.7)
We will refer to eq. (2.6) as the discrete light-cone quantization (DLCQ) metric. The
1-form n is naturally embedded in d + 2 dimensions as n = nAdx
A. Different ways to
decompose Gµν as a linear combination of hµν and A(µnν) are related by a Milne boost
transformation.
The Levi-Civita connection from the metric in eq. (2.6) is as follows:
Γ−
−−
= Γµ
−−
= 0 , Γ−α− =
1
2
vσAF˜ασ , Γ
µ
α− =
1
2
hµσF˜ασ ,
Γ−αβ =
1
2
(
φAS˜αβ + v
σ
AQαβσ
)
, Γµαβ =
1
2
(
v
µ
AS˜αβ + h
µσQαβσ
)
, (2.8)
where we introduced the convenient quantities:
F˜αµ = ∂αnµ − ∂µnα ,
S˜αβ = ∂αnβ + ∂βnα ,
Qαβσ = (∂α(hA)βσ + ∂β(hA)ασ − ∂σ(hA)αβ) . (2.9)
We should not confuse the DLCQ Levi-Civita connection in eq. (2.8) with the NC con-
nection, e.g. [30]. Indeed, the former is torsionless and the other admits a non-vanishing
torsion if dn 6= 0.
Let us denote by DA the covariant derivative from the connection (2.8). Also we
denote with R, RABCD and RAB the scalar curvature, the Riemann and the Ricci tensors
associated with the Levi-Civita connection of the metric eq. (2.6).
From the condition that nM is a Killing vector for the metric, it follows:
0 = Ln(GMN ) = DMnN +DNnM . (2.10)
Using the fact that nA is null, one gets also DMn
M = 0 and nSDSnM = 0. We can define
the 2-form
F˜ = F˜ABdx
A ∧ dxB = 2dn . (2.11)
In components:
F˜MN = ∂MnN − ∂NnM = 2DMnN , F˜−α = 0 . (2.12)
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3 Conformal anomaly (z = 2)
3.1 Consequences of the causality constraint
The causality condition eq. (2.3) implies that dn = n ∧ w for some one form w:
F˜AB = n[AwB] , wA = (0, wα) , n
AwA = 0 . (3.1)
In fact, if n ∧ dn = 0, it is locally possible to write
n = nAdx
A = eg∂Afdx
A , (3.2)
where g, f are two functions. Then F˜ = 2egdg ∧ df , and so a possible choice is
wA = −2∂Ag . (3.3)
Note that wA in eq. (3.1) is not uniquely determined; for example it could be shifted by
wA → wA + pnA , (3.4)
where p is an arbitrary function (independent from x−) without affecting F˜AB. The vector
wB determines also the covariant derivative of nA (see eq. (2.12)).
3.2 Classification of tensors
In this section we will show that scalars built with direct contractions of curvature tensors
with nA vanish; the only terms that we will need to keep track of are the contractions with
wA, which is the object that parameterize the derivative of nA.
We define the following tensors:
KAM = R
A
BMNn
BnN , K = KAA = RABn
AnB ,
TABC = R
A
BCDn
D , TB = T
A
BA . (3.5)
Using eq. (3.1), we get that
KAB = χnAnB , χ =
1
16
GMNwMwN . (3.6)
Then just the K−− component of KAB is non-zero; moreover KAB is nihilpotent i.e.
KABK
B
C = 0 and traceless K = K
A
A = 0. Also note that χ is invariant under the shift
in eq. (3.4).
Let us define
ΩAB =
1
16
(wAwB − 4DAwB) , Ω = ΩABGAB . (3.7)
We can use the ambiguity in eq. (3.4) to render ΩAB symmetric, using the choice in eq. (3.3).
The following property is useful:
ΩABn
B = ΩBAn
B = χnA , (3.8)
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We can write the tensors (3.5) in terms of ΩAB:
TABC = ΩCBnA − ΩCAnB , TA = RABnB = (χ− Ω)nA . (3.9)
Due to the fact that nA generates an isometry, the following Lie derivatives vanish:
Ln(X) = 0 , X = RMNPQ , RMN , R ,KAB , TA , TABC . (3.10)
Let us consider a generic term contained in the anomaly. One can set up a systematic
procedure to get rid of the terms which contain an explicit nA dependence:
• We can trade any derivative of nA with products of nA, wA and derivatives of wA,
by repeated use of eq. (2.12) and (3.1).
• Every time nA is contracted with one of the tensors X, we can use eqs. (3.6)-(3.9) to
simplify it to direct product of nA, X, wA and its derivatives.
• When nA is contracted with a derivative DAX, we can use eq. (3.10) to trade it with
some other direct product of nA, wA and X, using eq. (2.12) and (3.1).
• When nB is contracted with a tensor inside a derivative, we can use Leibniz rule:
nBDA(XB) = DA(n
BXB)−DA(nB)XB , (3.11)
to reduce to a contraction with a tensor with does not have an explicit derivative.
At the end of this procedure, we will end up just with terms in which nA is only contracted
with nA or wA, which both vanish. For example:
TABCTABC = −2ΩCAnBΩCBnA = −2χ2nAnA = 0 . (3.12)
This argument shows that in order to classify non-vanishing terms in the anomaly, it
is sufficient to consider only terms which can be written using the curvatures, wA and their
derivatives. It is not necessary to consider terms which depend explicitly on nA and its
derivatives because they vanish. This will be used to show that only a finite number of
terms survives out of of the infinite family considered in [19].
3.3 Weyl transformations
In our notation, the metric transforms as follows under Weyl transformations:
nµ→e2σnµ , hµν→e2σhµν vµ→e−2σvµ , hµν→e−2σhµν , (3.13)
while the coordinates do not transform.
A Weyl transformation on the Newton-Cartan background is equivalent to a Weyl
transformation in the extra-dimensional metric in eq. (2.6) which is independent from the
x− coordinate:
nADAσ = 0 . (3.14)
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Term Weyl variation
ΓABC δ
A
BDCσ + δ
A
CDBσ −GBCDAσ
D2φ D2(δφ) − 2σD2φ+ 2DAσDAφ
DAVB DA(δVB)− VADBσ − VBDAσ +GABVMDMσ
RABMN −δAMDBDNσ + δANDBDMσ +GBMDADNσ −GBNDADMσ
R −2σR− 6D2σ
χ −2σχ− 12wA∂Aσ
Ω −2σΩ− wA∂Aσ +D2σ
wA −4DAσ
RMN −2DMDNσ −GMND2σ
ΩCB DBDCσ − 14GBCwKDKσ
Table 1. Weyl variation of the basic fields entering the anomaly. Here VB is a generic vector and φ a
generic scalar.
Eq. (3.13) fixes the transformation properties of the metric in eq. (2.6):
GMN→e2σGMN , GMN→e−2σGMN , nA→nA , nA→e2σnA . (3.15)
Moreover, starting from of eq. (3.15) it is possible to derive the Weyl transformation of all
the building blocks entering the anomaly, see table 1.
The NC measure
√
det γ, where
γµν = nµnν + hµν , (3.16)
is also equal to
√− detGAB =
√−G. The Weyl weight of this measure is equal to d+2 in
d spatial dimensions. Consequently, in odd spatial dimensions it is not possible to obtain
a trace anomaly. We can write anomalies only for even spatial dimension. In the case of
d = 0 all the curvatures and tensor such as wA are zero and the anomaly is vanishing. We
specialize to the minimal dimension d = 2 in which the anomaly survives.
3.4 The anomaly
The anomaly can be written as a linear combination of 16 linearly-independent terms, built
from DLCQ tensors4:
Aσ =
16∑
k=1
bkAkσ , Akσ =
∫ √
−Gd4x (σ Ak) , (3.17)
4NC U(1) gauge transformations are included in the DLCQ diffeomorphisms. Consequently, any DLCQ
scalar is automatically U(1) gauge invariant. Milne boosts invariance is also automatic as it is related to
equivalent ways to decompose Gµν as a linear combination of hµν and A(µnν).
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where bk are anomaly coefficients and
A1 = E4 , A2 =W
2 , A3 = D
2R , A4 = R
2 ,
A5 = χ
2 , A6 = Ω
2 , A7 = χΩ , A8 = χR ,
A9 = ΩR , A10 = ΩABΩ
AB , A11 = ΩABR
AB , A12 = ΩABw
AwB ,
A13 = RABw
AwB , A14 = w
ADAR , A15 = D
2χ , A16 = D
2Ω . (3.18)
In our conventions the Euler density E4 and the square of Weyl tensor W
2 are:
E4 = R
2
ABMN − 4R2AB +R2 , W 2ABMN = R2ABMN − 2R2AB +
1
3
R2 . (3.19)
This basis cover the most generic term with the correct Weyl weight; all the other terms
with the same Weyl weight can be reduced to these ones using integration by parts.
One may wonder about the explicit form of E4 in term of 2 + 1 dimensional fields, at
least in some simple example. In the special case of flat space metric hµν = Diag (0, 1, 1)
and generic nα consistent with the condition (2.3),
E4 = 8(6χ
2 − 4χΩ +Ω2 − ΩABΩAB) . (3.20)
This expression is not valid if a non-zero spatial curvature is present. A general expression
for E4 is given in eq. (B.10).
3.5 Consistency conditions
We solve the Wess-Zumino consistency conditions for the Weyl symmetry [44]:
∆WZσ1σ2A = δWσ2Aσ1 − δWσ1Aσ2 = 0 . (3.21)
Using integrations by parts and formulas in appendix B, the commutator of the two Weyl
variations can be written as a linear combination of several independent expressions Ck:
∆WZσ1σ2Ak =
∫ √
−Gd4x
(
8∑
m=1
MkmCm
)
, k = 1 . . . 16 , (3.22)
where
C1 = (σ[1DAσ2])D
AR , C2 = (σ[1DAσ2])D
Aχ , C3 = (σ[1DAσ2])D
AΩ ,
C4 = (σ[1DAσ2])Rw
A, C5 = (σ[1DAσ2])χw
A , C6 = (σ[1DAσ2])Ωw
A ,
C7 = (σ[1DAD
2σ2])w
A , C8 = (σ[1DAσ2])D
2wA . (3.23)
The transpose of the matrix Mkm is:
(M t)mk =


0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −12 0 0 −4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 6 0 −1 1 8 64 0 2 4
0 0 0 0 0 −2 0 0 6 0 1 0 −32 0 −2 −4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −12 −1 0 −14 0 0 −2 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 −1 0 0 −12 12 −16 8 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −2 −12 0 0 0 −12 4 −8 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −6 −12 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 −12 0 −8 0 0 0


. (3.24)
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This matrix has 9 null eigenvectors, which correspond to the consistent combination of the
various anomaly terms.
On the other hand, not every consistent combination corresponds to a genuine anomaly.
In fact we must eliminate terms which are the Weyl variation of local counterterms:
δW
(
16∑
k=1
∫ √
−Gd4xσbkAk
)
(3.25)
because they correspond to scheme-dependent terms. These local counterterms are chosen
in such a way that they are invariant under all the NC symmetries: diffeomorphisms, gauge
U(1) and Milne boosts. This eliminates 6 out of 9 consistent terms.
4 Conclusions
For a d = 2 Schro¨dinger invariant theory coupled to a NC background, the three genuinely
independent terms in the conformal anomaly can be chosen as:
A = aσE4 + cσW 2 + bσJ2 +Act , (4.1)
where
J = Ω− 2χ+ R
6
. (4.2)
Both J2 and W 2 have vanishing Weyl variation and they correspond to type B anomalies
[18].
The scheme-dependent part Act is an arbitrary linear combination of the following
terms:
σD2R , σD2(Ω− 2χ) , σ
(
12χ2 − 4χΩ− 1
2
ΩABw
AwB
)
,
σ
(
2Rχ− 2RΩ+ w
ADAR
2
− 6D2χ
)
,
σ
(
2χR − 2ΩR+ 4ΩABRAB − RABw
AwB
4
)
,
σ
(
−Ω2 + 2χΩ +Ω2AB −
ΩABw
AwB
8
+
RABw
AwB
16
)
. (4.3)
This result is rather different from the Lifshitz case [14–17] where just type B anomalies are
present. The analog of the E4 term in this case can be reabsorbed by a local counterterm.
This is due to the fact that the number of admissible counterterms is bigger in the Lifshitz
case, because the symmetry content is smaller. It is surprising that the structure of the
anomaly in eq. (4.1) is similar to the one in the relativistic case with an extra spatial
dimension. The only difference is that an extra type B anomaly J2 is present, and there
are several more scheme-depedent terms. In both cases, the E4 term is the only anomaly
with non-trivial Weyl variation. For general z, the Weyl weights do not allow the presence
of the E4 term in the anomaly (see appendix A).
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The coefficient a is a natural candidate for a decreasing quantity from the UV to IR
conformal fixed point. It will be possible to check this statement in concrete examples, both
at weak and at strong coupling. It would be interesting to clarify the relation between the
anomaly and Anti-de Sitter radius appearing in the holographic calculation in [12] and
[45]. Another exciting direction is to explore the relation between scale invariance and
conformal invariance in the non relativistic case [46].
We did not consider the case of non-zero magnetic momentum coupling gs where
a modified Milne boost transformation is required. In this case, the DLCQ description
[24, 25] cannot be used. As a consequence, the classification of the possible terms entering
the anomaly looks harder. Nonetheless, the E4 term written as a function of NC quantities
is still Milne boost invariant (see eq. (B.10)) because it does not contain Aµ. Therefore,
even if gs 6= 0, the a-coefficient in eq. (4.1) is still a candidate for a monotonically decreasing
quantity.
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5 Erratum
Due to an overcounting of the number of linearly-independent terms in the basis, the type A
anomaly disappears because it can be eliminated by local counterterms Act. The complete
anomaly then is:
2T 00 + T
i
i = A = bσJ2 +Act . (5.1)
This is in agreement with [1].
The basis of the anomaly in eq. (3.18) turns out to be redundant, due to the presence
of the following relations (which are valid if the Frobenius condition n ∧ dn = 0 holds):
W 2 = 12J2 ,
E4 = 72χ
2 − 4χR − 48χΩ+ 8Ω2 − 8ΩABΩAB ,
(RAB + 2ΩAB)w
AwB = 8χ(R − 6χ+ 4Ω) ,
(RAB + 2ΩAB)Ω
AB = 12χ2 +
1
2
Ω(R+ 4Ω)− χ(R+ 9Ω) . (5.2)
The derivation of these equations was explained to us by Igal Arav and Shira Chapman,
to whom we are deeply grateful.
Consequently, the elements A1, A2, A11 and A13 can be written as linear combinations
of the remaining terms. The basis of commutators of two Weyl variations in eq. (3.23) is
also redundant:
C8 = 8C2 − 4C3 + 1
2
C4 − 5C5 + 2C6 . (5.3)
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Then, the matrix in eq. (3.24) becomes
(M t)mk =


0 12 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 −4 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 6 0 3 8 0 2 4
0 0 0 −2 0 0 6 −2 0 0 −2 −4
0 0 0 0 0 −12 −1 14 0 −2 0 0
0 0 −1 0 −1 0 0 −3 −16 0 0 0
0 0 0 −2 −12 0 0 1 4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −6 −12 −1


. (5.4)
The null space of this matrix (which has dimension 6) can be written as direct sum of the
5 counterterms:
σD2R , σD2(Ω− 2χ) , σ
(
12χ2 − 4χΩ− 1
2
ΩABw
AwB
)
,
σ
(
2Rχ− 2RΩ+ w
ADAR
2
− 6D2χ
)
,
σ
(
−9χ2 − Ω2 + 6χΩ+ Ω2AB +
χR
2
)
, (5.5)
and the remaining type B anomaly J2.
We are grateful to Igal Arav and Shira Chapman for useful discussions.
Appendix
A Considerations on the case with general dynamical exponent z 6= 2
In the case of general dynamical exponent z, the Weyl transformations in eq. (3.13) are
modified into:
nµ→ezσnµ , vµ→e−zσvµ , Aµ→e(2−z)σAµ ,
√
det γ→e(d+z)σ
√
det γ , (A.1)
while the ones for hαβ , hαβ are unchanged. Since the DLCQ metric components in eq. (2.6)
do not transform homogeneously, one may wonder if the Weyl weights of the quadratic
extra-dimensional curvature invariants are still well-defined.
Given a contravariant vector V A, there is the following relation between the Weyl
weight of the V α and of the V − components:
V α→exσV α , V −→e(x+2−z)σV − . (A.2)
Conversely, for covariant vectors:
Wα→eyσWα , W−→e(y−2+z)σW− . (A.3)
Note that the weight of the V −W− contraction is the same as the one of V
αWα and does
not depend on z. The same rules can be iterated for tensors, for example:
Gαβ→e−2σGαβ , Gα−→e−zσGα− , G−−→e(2−2z)σG−− . (A.4)
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Also, these rules work for the vectors wA and nA and are consistent with the lowering and
raising index procedure. Using the Levi-Civita connection eq. (2.8), it can be shown that if
these rule are valid for a tensor, they are valid also for its derivatives. Using the definition
of the Riemann tensor in term of commutator of covariant derivatives, it follows that they
apply also to the Riemann tensor.
This shows that for every tensor that we can build from the curvatures, nA, wA and
their derivatives, the rules in eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) can be used to determine the weight
of some components in which some minus index is present in term of the components
with greek indices. Moreover, every scalar defined contracting these tensors has a definite
weight, which can be determined looking at the weight of the part where just greek indices
are contracted. This shows that the Weyl weight of terms built from curvature and wA
and its derivatives are well-defined and independent of z.
Looking at table 1, all the ingredients that can enter the anomaly have even Weyl
weight; then, taking the weight of the measure
√
γ into account, a non-zero trace anomaly
exists just for
z = 2n− d , (A.5)
where n is a positive integer.
B Useful formulas
The following identities are useful in manipulating the anomaly and its Weyl variation:
DAw
A = 4(χ− Ω) , DAwB = 1
4
wAwB − 4ΩAB , (B.1)
ΩABwB = w
Aχ− 2DAχ , wADAχ = 8χ2 − 1
2
ΩABw
AwB , (B.2)
16D2χ = 2
(wAwB
4
− 4ΩAB
)2
+ 2(D2wA)w
A , (B.3)
(D2wA)w
A = 8D2χ− 16χ2 − 16Ω2AB + 2ΩABwAwB , (B.4)
wBDAΩAB = 12χ
2 − 4χΩ− 2D2χ− 3
4
ΩABw
AwB + 4Ω2AB , (B.5)
DADBΩAB = Ω
2 − 2χΩ− Ω2AB +D2Ω+RABΩAB
+
1
8
(
ΩABw
AwB −RABwAwB − wADAR
)
, (B.6)
wADAΩ = 12χ
2 + 4Ω2AB − ΩABwAwB − 2D2χ+
1
4
RABw
AwB , (B.7)
D2DAσ = DAD
2σ +RBAD
Bσ , (B.8)
D2wA = DA(DBw
B) +RABw
B . (B.9)
An explicit expression for E4 in terms of NC fields is:
E4 = 8(Ω − 2χ)2 − 8hαµhβνΩαβΩµν + hαµhβνhρξhσηR˜αρβσR˜µξνη − 4hαµhβνhρσhξηR˜αρβσR˜µξνη
+16hαµhβνhρσR˜αρβσΩµν + (R˜αρβσh
αβhρσ)2 + 2(6χ− 4Ω)R˜αρβσhαβhρσ (B.10)
– 13 –
where
R˜αρβσ = −1
2
∂α∂βhρσ − 1
2
∂ρ∂σhαβ +
1
2
∂α∂σhρβ +
1
2
∂ρ∂βhασ
−1
4
hτ1τ2(Hαβτ1Hρστ2 −Hαστ1Hρβτ2)
−1
4
vτ (S˜αβHρστ + S˜ρσHαβτ − S˜ασHρβτ − S˜ρβHαστ ) . (B.11)
and
Hαβσ = (∂α(h)βσ + ∂β(h)ασ − ∂σ(h)αβ) . (B.12)
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